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COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC SCHOOLS

SPECIAL REPORT - FEES IN GRANT AIDED SCHOOLS

A special Report by Lord Fleming's Committee, on the Abolition of Tuition

Fees in Grant-Aided Secondary Schools, is published to-day 24th August. 1943).

In the White paper the Government have already declared their policy of

prohibiting fees in all secondary schools for the maintenance of which the Local

Education Authorities are in the future responsible i.e* in all county and

auxiliary (controlled and aided) schools# The present Report is concerned with

those schools which are in membership of the Headmasters' Conference or the

Governing Bodies' Association and similar schools for girls.

Apart from the independent Public Schools this means that the Committee are

concerned with 144 Direct Grant Secondary Schools (95 Boys' Schools and 49 Girls'

Schools) and 34 Aided and Maintained Schools.

The Direct Grant Schools receive their grant in the form of a capitation payment
direct from the Board based on the number of pupils* the Aided Schools receive their

grant generally on a deficiency basis, through Local Education Authorities, the

Board paying half the Authority's expenditure.

The Report (signed by 11 of the 18 members) recommends that no distinction should

be made between maintained Secondary Schools and the grant-aided Schools with which
the Committee are concerned. Accordingly is recommends the general abolition

of fees in grant—aided Secondary Schools* No recommendations are made as regards
tuition fees in independent schools or as regards boarding fees#

The Committee assume the general provision of secondary education for all

children over 11. Secondary education will therefore cease to be a luxury and will

become a necessity for all* The majority of the Committee consider that the

most suitable form of secondary education must be decided in each case by what

is best for the child and by the parents* ‘wishes and not by what the parents can

afford to pay* They consider that, if secondary education is to be available

and obligatory for all, the arguments thab led to the. abolition of fees in Elementary
Schools should apply equally to all Secondary Schools within the grant system#

The new Modern Schools will cater for the secondary education of the great
majority of children and 'will be free* The -future of these schools, they believe,
will be seriously handicapped if they have to compete for staff and pupils with

fee-charging Grammar and Technical Schools* Further, re-allocation of pupils
fbom one type of school to another after 11 would be greatly Hampered if fees were

charged in some schools and not in others*

The Committee considered the possibility of an extension of the special place
system to cover all pupils in grant-aided Secondary Schools, but came to the

conclusion that this would not be a satisfactory solution of the problem*

The Report suggests, however, that a proportion of the available places in

Aided Secondary Schools should be reserved for the Governors to award at their

discretion* The pupils so selected will have to prove their fitness for the

education provided in the School and the Board of Education would have to be

satisfied as to the suitability of the selection arrangements# The extension of such

an arrangement to all Secondary Schools, maintained as well as aided, is recommended..

with a special .note of dissent from Mr. Binns
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A Minority Report signed by the remaining seven members agrees that every

child should have the education for which it is best fitted Without regard to

parental nears, but does not consider the conplete abolition of fees is the right
solution. They agree with the proposal of the main Report that a proportion of

places in all grant-aided schools should be filled at the discretion of the

Governors but propose that fees should continue to be charged for these places -

preferably graded to meet the incone of parents, ■ •

The Committee agree unanimously that, whether the schools lose their fee incone

or not, they should continue to enjoy educational freedom (which for many of then is

a natter of very long tradition) and that this freedom should be secured through
Instruments of Government based on principles to be prescribed by statute, *

The report includes a historical review of the growth of secondary schools of

all types in this country, Some of these are secular and some denominational. Some

go back to mediaeval origins; some were founded in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries and others in the nineteenth; a large number are quite modern and many of

these have been provided by the Local, Education Authorities since the Act of 1902,

From this sketch the report draws two conclusions.

First, that an educational tradition so long-standing and diverse ought not to

be destroyed in any large re-organisation of secondary education.

Secondly, -that with this valuable historical tradition there has grown up also

in most schools a double standard of entry, one for those whose -parents can afford

to pdy the full fees (which rarely represent nore than a proportion of the full cost)
and another for the winners of free or special places. This duality is hot

regarded by the Majority of the Committee as compatible -with equality of opportunity.

The Committe have given particular thought to hhe future of the Direct Grant

Schools, The Report recommends that if fees are abolished the loss of income should

be made up to these schools by the Board of Education on a scale which will at least

maintain their existing educational standards, and under conditions -which will safe-

guard their relative independence,
...

They consider that the selection of Direct Grant Schools should be reviewed on

the basis of certain considerations, ojiqpg which would bp the .schools* endowment and

financial situation, their history and special characteristics, their contributions
to the local educational provision and the general circumstances of their areas.

The Minority Report agrees that the list of Direct Grant Schools needs revision

but regards it as important that their number should be extended and also suggests
that the number of fee paying pupils selected by the Governors in this type, of

•
school

should be at least half the tota.l.

Some of the points made in the Minority Report against the conplete abolition of

fees ip. Grant-aided Schools are as follows

(a) That the present degree of independence which many Direct Grant and sone

Aided Schools enjoy would be seriously endangered if fee incone were replaced

by grants fron public finds*

(b) Such schools have given and still give good service to the nation and the

cost to public funds would have-been greater had they never existed and had

alternative provision been necessary,

(c) If fees were permitted in the independent Public Schools and in private

Secondary Schools and not in Grant-Aided Schools a new social cleavage would be

created,

(d) The complete abolition of fees night result in a growth in .the number of

schools conducted for private profit,

(e) It should be open to the parents if they are prepared to pay to find an

education for their children more suitable- than that which is provided by the

Local Authority in their own area,

(f) The question of abolishing fees even in cases where parents can well afford

to pay is a social rather than an educational question and should be -considered

in the light of other factors such as family allowances.

/The Report



The Report was signed by the following members:

Sir James Aitken Chairman, Lancashire Education

Committee, ' -

Mr. A.L. Binns, M.C, Education Officer, West Riding of

Yorkshire.

Mr. Robert Birley Headmaster of Charterhouse,

Dr. M. Dorothy Brock Headmistress of the Mary Datchelor

School for Girls,

Mr, Harold Clay Acting Assistant Secretary, Transport
and General Workers Union,

Mr. G.D.H, Cole Chairman of the Nuffield College
Social Reconstruction Survey

Professor W.J. Gruffydd, M.P. University of Wales,

Mr. M.L. Jacks Director of Oxford University

. ..... , Department of Education#

Mr. A.E. Nichols, M.C. Headmaster of Hele's School, Exeter#

Mr. H.N. Penlington Treasurer of the National Union of.

Teachers,

Miss E.M. Tanner Headmistress of Roedean School,

and the Minority' report by:-

The Hon, Lord Fleming, M.C.(Chairman) Senator of the College of Justice' in

Scotland,

Sir Edward Crowe K.C.M.G. Governor of the Harpur Trust, Bedford

»
:

g * and Director of various companies.

The Rt, Rev, and Rt, Hon

the Lord Bishop of London

Mr. A.C. Macdiarmid •'

_

-■ Chairman and Managing Director of

Stewarts and Lloyds,

Dr, A.W. Pickard-Cambridge Member of the Committee, of the.

Governing Bodies* Association and late

Vice-Chancellor of Sheffield University,

Sir Ernest Pooley Secretary of the Governing Bodies*

Association of Girls* public Schools,

Mr. C.L. Reynolds Headmaster of Nottingham High School#

BOARD OF EDUCATION
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